
UTTARPARA.KOTRTING MT'NICIPALITY
N. r .Q . NO - VKMI oa6/pHCl2O22-23 Dared - Q3 . 04 .2022

Memo No. e /{{d? Dared - 43 .o4.2022

Chairman, Uttarpara-Kotrung Municipality invites Sealed quotation from the bona fide,
reputed with financially solvent manufacturer/ Dealersl Supplying Agencies and General Order
Suppliers for supplying of Mini Fogging machine being used to combat the threat of gradually
increasing the disease like vector borne disease i.e. Dengue, Maiaria, etc. for the services
relating to P.H.& Sanitation under P.H.& Convenience Dept. of this Municipality. The following
are the Terms and Conditions for applying the said Tender.

01. Critical Date:
(1) Date of publishing of tender 23.A4.2A22
(2) Last date of submission of tender is 3A.A4.2A22 (up to 3pm)
(3) Date of opening of tender on 30.04.2021 at about 4 pm

02. Specification of th6 item to be procured; -

03. Criteria to participate in the Tender : -

Tenderer having valid GSTIN number, PAN, P Tax, Trade License, l.T. Return (for last
quarter of 2O2O-27) are entitled to participate in the quotation process.

04. Municipality reserves its right to accept or reject anyone or allthe tenders without assigning
any reason, thereof.

Sl No. Item Specifications Quantity
1 Mini

machine
Fogging Noiseless, Mini Fogger:

1. Coil clog removal device attached World
patent
3. Portable and easy to use.

4. No stuffy coil phenomenon by coil stuffing
removing equipment.
5. Ultra light.
6. Economical (Spray a large area with small
spraying amount)
Technical Specifications
1. Fuel tank : 2.0 lit. diesel

2. Fuel Consumption : 2.0 lit/hr.
3. Coil cooling water tank attached
4. Uses LPG as burner fuel
5. Weight: 2.00kg
6. Size: 510 x 340 x 195mm
7. Chemicals - 2 returning protection systems
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05. Other terms and conditions:-

The tenderer should quote his rate inclusive of all taxes and door step delivery, keeping

conformity with the existing market price of the product to be acquired .

The tenderer may remain present during opening of tender. The tenderer should quote his

rate in lndian Rupee including alltaxes. No any other charges will be entertained in this regard.

06. Payments only be made on the basis of availability of fund accordance with the
performance of jobs in the following manner.

The authority does not bind itself to accept the lowest bidder and reserves the right to
accept or reject any or alltenderwithout assigning any reason whatsoever.

\,-nill
Utta pality

Date - q3 .04.2A22Memo No- 6/ a"?61 (,

Copy forwarded to :

1. Executive Officer, UKM
2. Finance Officer, UKM
3. Notice Board at UKM
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